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I have made Tampa Bay my home now since 1996.  I built 
my PR company, published my first international best-selling 
book “No Fear Speaking” here and established wonderful 
relationships throughout our very aesthetic region. I find it very 
easy and natural to thrive here.
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I have experienced the fortune of traveling to numerous 

countries to promote my multi-lingual books and materials, 

to speak at many international events and consult leaders 

in business and government.  I came to realize a common 

thread among the diversity of these nations is the willingness 

to learn from each other, to strengthen their success 

potential and gain the edge to service internationally.

I consistently invite my U.S. and international clients and 

colleagues abroad to come to Tampa Bay and visit the 

beaches, feel the friendly culture while they receive PR, 

Leadership and Public Speaker training at my facility in 

Largo. It is a perfect environment to combine professional 

learning with an opportunity to exhale in a beautiful 

paradise-like setting. 

My wife, Elisa, born in Venezuela, relishes the Hispanic 

influence here. And now, I have become a Rays, Bucs and 

Lightning fan and so easy to convert since the fan base 

enthusiasm is so very hard to resist and the teams have built 

such a winning attitude. 

I must admit that after a long speaking tour through multiple 

countries with numerous events and client sessions, the idea 

of returning home really clicks in at the precise moment I 

leave the airport crossing the Courtney Campbell causeway 

with water surrounding me on both sides. 

“Thank God, I am home!! 

As my company purpose is to advise and develop business 

and community leaders to become highly respected and 

widely recognized authorities in their industry, I cannot help 

but feel that Tampa Bay has consistently achieved this high 

standard as a state region where other communities around 

the nation, if not the world, look at Tampa Bay as an aspiring 

ideal to set the gold standard for.

Best of Tampa 1


